098 - Subject/Verb Agreement Quiz

You may use your agreement rule sheet to help you with this quiz.

1. Everyone these days (knows, know) that people can’t really get warts by touching a toad.
2. The whining of the impatient customers (was, were) beginning to infuriate the tired cashier.
3. Why (does, do) the manager and the workers always have to start the day with an argument?
4. Either the casserole or the meat dish (are, is) my cousin’s speciality; I forget which.
5. Glaring at each other in the wrestling ring (are, is) the two opponents, Abner the Animal and Khan.
6. The brightly-wrapped packages on the closet shelf (contains, contain) Lizzie’s presents.
7. Each of the game show contestants (give, gives) background information at the beginning of the show.
8. There (is, are) a Ferris wheel and two slow roller coasters at the county fair.
9. Everyone in our class (has, have) missed at least one day of class.
10. All of the catsup (has, have) spilled on the floor.
11. Today twenty dollars (are, is) not much to pay for a pair of shoes.
12. Several of the students in our class (has, have) come down with the flu.
13. Neither my sisters nor my brother (like, likes) cheery pie, my favorite.
14. My grandmother, along with her sisters, (attends, attend) church regularly.
15. Most of the wood (has, have) been used by the builders.
16. Everybody at the café (prepare, prepares) the food.
17. Neither of the cars (is, are) for sale.
18. The science fiction club (plan, plans) to have a meeting next month.
19. One of the girls (forgets, forget) her textbook at least once a month.
20. There by the woodshed (is, are) the hammer and the nails.
21. Any of the athletes who (use, uses) steroids runs a health risk.
22. A few of the items (was, were) lost.